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First Year Biology Learning and Teaching Group

- Established in 2007
- **Objectives:**
  - streamline teaching of generic and practical skills in First Year Biology at La Trobe.
- **The four First Year Biology subjects:**
  - BIO1AD Animal Diversity, Ecology & Behaviour
  - BIO1OF Organisation & Function of Cells & Organisms
  - BIO1GEN Genetics, Human Biology & Evolution
  - BIO1PS Plant Science
Scientific Report Writing Workshop
• Teaches paraphrasing, report writing & referencing delivered early in semester one.
• Available online throughout the year in LMS as a narrated power point.
• First Year Biology Survival Guide.
• A guide to expected styles, formats & referencing
An integrated program

• …to develop writing skills in biology students

• **Simplify the process:**
  • adopting consistent style and formatting requirements across subjects
  • single set of instructions and expectations
  • streamlined delivery of training and assessment tasks staggered throughout the year
  • gradually build complexity to develop writing skills
  • develop a portfolio of writing tasks
Continuing Liaison between Library and Science Technology and Engineering Faculty.

• The First year Biology Learning and Teaching Group has been successful in getting the funding for a Design For Learning project at La Trobe to produce a Student Survival Guide containing much of the content of the original First Year Biology Communication Skills Manual.

• The outcome of project will allow other faculties at La Trobe to utilize the concept of the manual and allowing for other faculties to include their own faculty specific input such as referencing style.